
A-LEVEL LANGUAGES



This evening we 
are going to 
tell you about:

 Course structure
 Assessment
 Extra resources
 Potential degree and 

apprenticeship routes from this A-
Level

 Subjects that work well with this 
subject

 Potential career opportunities



What our students say:
‘Más emocionante con cada paso
hacia el final’
‘More exciting with each step 
towards the end’

Abi, Y12 Spanish

Studying languages is unlike any other A 
Level. It is an opportunity to explore 
other cultures, your own culture, and 
different perspectives of  the world. Oh, 
plus you become fluent in a foreign 
language!

Jeni, Y13 French

The discussions we have in class are really beneficial as they 
improve both my listening and speaking skills and I feel that my 
confidence with speaking has definitely improved.

Georgia, Y12 French



A Level languages is both a diverse and in-depth course, where you are able to not only 
develop your understanding of  French or Spanish and their nuances, but also 
understand the cultural contexts they are rooted in. It’s a different way of  thinking.

The teachers are enthusiastic, helpful and knowledgeable, and can convey the course 
in a great way. As they are nearly all native speakers also, you can obtain a greater 
understanding of  the language and culture which otherwise might be hard to access.
Lessons are also really fun!

Amelia, Year 12 French and Spanish



Course structure

 Y12  2 themes and a film

 Y13  2 themes, a book and a research 
project



Assessment

 Listening – reading – translation (TL to English)

 Writing (essays) – translation (English to TL)

 Speaking (research project)



Extra resources 

 Text book

 Study guide 

 Internet 



Potential degree

 Languages degree.

 Science with language

 Medicine with language 

 Geography with language…



Subjects that work well with this subject

 Maths

 Science

 English

 Humanities



Potential career opportunities

 Teacher

 Translator

 Lecturer

 Pilot

 Diplomat

 International 
business

 Ambassador

 Journalist

 doctor


